Abstract. On 12 January 2000, during a northward IMF period, two successive conjunctions occur between the CUT-LASS SuperDARN radar pair and the two satellites Ørsted and FAST. This situation is used to describe and model the electrodynamic of a nightside meso-scale arc associated with a convection shear. Three field-aligned current sheets, one upward and two downward on both sides, are observed.
Introduction
Convection shears associated with multiple field-aligned current (FAC) sheets are a common feature of the nightside ionosphere. Gurnett and Frank (1973) have reported the existence of pairs of narrow, intense and oppositely directed electric
Correspondence to: A. Marchaudon (aurelie.marchaudon@cetp.ipsl.fr) field signatures associated with inverted-V electron precipitation. These pairs of opposite electric fields are responsible of ionospheric convection shears and of field-aligned currents due to the divergence of the ionospheric Pedersen currents. Later, Burch et al. (1976) and Huang et al. (1984) have studied the detailed structure of several convection shears in the nightside ionosphere. Burch et al. (1976) have shown that the inverted-V electron precipitation was not exactly located at the associated convection reversal and that the electric field pattern was related to three intense field-aligned currents sheets, with an upward current at the centre and two downward return currents, one on its poleward side and one on its equatorward side. These parallel currents are closed by ionospheric Pedersen currents. Marklund (1984) , in his auroral arc classification, has given them the name of "Birkeland current arcs". The basis of his classification is the fact that current continuity across the arc can be maintained either by polarization electric fields or by field-aligned currents. Over the past 30 years, electrodynamic studies have concerned either "polarization" dominated arcs (de la Beaujardière et al., 1977; Marklund et al., 1982 Marklund et al., , 1983 Wahlund and Opgenoorth, 1989; Janhunen et al., 2000) or "Birkeland current" dominated arcs (Burch et al., 1976; Aikio et al., 1993 Aikio et al., , 1995 Aikio et al., , 2002 Johnson et al., 1998) . However, most of these arcs combine simultaneously strong perpendicular electric fields gradients and field-aligned currents.
During northward IMF periods, in a statistical analysis of nightside large-scale currents, Taguchi (1992) identified midnight sector triple-sheet (MTS) field-aligned current systems. He showed that the location and structure of the current system are controlled by the sign of the IMF B y component. In the Northern Hemisphere and for negative B y , the current system occurs in the dawnside ionosphere, with an upward central current and downward currents on both sides. For a positive B y , the current system occurs in the duskside and the sign of the currents is reversed. This study was later extended to the full DE-2 data set by Taguchi et al. (1994) . These data allowed one to obtain statistical convection and electron precipitation patterns associated with the system of three field-aligned currents. In the Northern Hemisphere for negative B y , the convection consists of a velocity shear, with a westward plasma flow at the lower latitudes and an eastward plasma flow at the higher latitudes. For positive B y , the flow directions are reversed. The electron precipitation disappears close to the convection reversal boundary and is always located on the low-latitude side of the plasma flow.
Different techniques have been used to model the horizontal and parallel currents system (see Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993 , for a review). The "method of characteristics" (Amm, 1995 (Amm, , 1997 (Amm, , 1998 ) has allowed Kosch et al. (2000) to model a vortex associated with an auroral arc. The horizontal and field-aligned currents and the ionospheric conductivity distributions are deduced over a 200 km × 200 km region, based on ionospheric plasma velocities obtained with the STARE radar and magnetic field disturbances deduced from the Scandinavian Magnetometer Array (SMA). They showed that the plasma flow vortex was associated with an ionospheric region of diverging horizontal electric field, equivalent to a downward field-aligned current, and corresponding to a region of decreased conductivities, as expected for an anticlockwise convection. This was the first observation of a black aurora from the ground.
In this paper, we present a case study on 12 January 2000 of a convection shear during relatively quiet and steady IMF conditions characterised by a positive B z and a negative B y . This shear is representative of the negative B y case of Taguchi et al. (1994) . The data are obtained during a conjunction in the midnight sector between the Ørsted and FAST satellites, occurring over the common field of view of the CUTLASS pair of the SuperDARN radars. Ørsted crosses the common field of view of the radars between 22:10 and 22:16 UT and FAST 20 min later, between 22:30 and 22:36 UT, as shown on the schematic diagram of Fig. 1 . The two satellite passes will be presented and modelled separately since they are separated by 20 min. For the FAST pass, field-aligned currents deduced from magnetic field perturbations and ionospheric conductivities deduced from particle precipitation will be used to determine the ionospheric convection profile along the orbit, by using the condition of current continuity. For the Ørsted pass, using the fieldaligned currents deduced from Ørsted and ionospheric convection from SuperDARN radar data, the latitudinal profile of the ionospheric Pedersen conductance will be deduced, again from the condition of current continuity. A comparison between the results obtained in both cases will be made, in order to feature the similarities and differences due to time and space separation. Auroral images from the Polar-UVI instrument will be used to emphasize the time evolution of the arc between the Ørsted and FAST satellite passes.
Instrumentation
The solar wind plasma and IMF data are provided by the ACE satellite, and images of the nightside auroral oval are from the Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) on board the Polar satellite.
The ionospheric convection velocities are given by the Hankasalmi (in Finland) and Pikkvibaer (in Iceland) CUT-LASS radars. These radars belong to the SuperDARN chain of coherent HF radars, of which the main objective is to monitor the large-scale convection in the high-latitude ionosphere (Greenwald et al., 1995) . Each radar measures the line-ofsight plasma flow velocity in the F-region of the ionosphere. The Hankasalmi and Pikkvibaer radars share a common field of view, thus allowing one to obtain convection velocity vectors from the simultaneous measurement of two independent components. The SuperDARN radar beam is narrow, typically 3.3 • in azimuthal width. In the common mode, the radar beam scans successively 16 adjacent directions and is divided into 75 range bins of 45 km in length. Thus, the field of view of each radar is 3000 km in range and 53 • in azimuth. In the present study, the radars were operated in a high resolution mode, in which a full scan was completed in 35 s.
During the first conjunction with the Ørsted satellite, fieldaligned currents are deduced from magnetic field measurements. Ørsted is a Danish satellite, with a quasi-polar orbit at about 600 km altitude. Its main objective is to perform a precise mapping of the Earth's magnetic field based on both a 3-axis and a scalar magnetometer. A detailed description of the satellite and its instrumentation are given by Stauning et al. (2001) . During the second conjunction with the FAST satellite, we will use field-aligned currents, electric field and downgoing electron precipitation data. FAST is on a low-altitude, elliptical polar orbit and is designed to study small-scale structures of space plasma and acceleration mechanisms of particles (Carlson et al., 1998) .
General context
Solar wind and IMF data from the ACE satellite are presented in Fig. 2 (GSM coordinates). The propagation delay between ACE and the dayside ionosphere is evaluated to about 46 min, by which the data in Fig. 2 have been lagged. The time of the Ørsted and FAST satellites' passes over the radars' field of view is indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The IMF B z remains positive for more than 2 h before the satellite passes. At the time of the satellites' passes, the average B z is +4 nT for Ørsted and +2 nT for FAST. The B y component remains negative and stable, with an average value of −6 nT, and the B x component changes from positive to negative at the time of the Ørsted pass. Thus, a stable convection pattern is expected in the entire polar cap, characteristic of a strongly negative B y and a positive B z . The average value of the IMF clock angle between 20:00 and 23:00 UT is 70 • . Taguchi and Hoffman (1996) have used a limiting value of 70 • for the clock angle for the IMF B y control of the convection, which suggests that it is presently the case. Freeman et al. (1993) (for strong total IMF (B = 25 nT)) and Senior et al. (2002) Between 19:00 and 23:00 UT, the mean solar wind dynamic pressure is 1.7 nPa, increasing to 2.2 nPa at the time of the satellites' passes. The solar wind and IMF conditions correspond to a quiet and fairly steady magnetosphere, mainly controlled by the negative B y , a situation similar to the statistical studies of Taguchi (1992) , Taguchi et al. (1994) and Taguchi and Hoffman (1996) .
During the period of interest, Polar-UVI observations of the nightside auroral oval are available. The Polar-UVI images obtained 11 min before the Ørsted pass (Fig. 3a) , at the time of the Ørsted pass (Fig. 3b) and at the time of the FAST pass (Fig. 3c) illustrate the spatial structure and the temporal variation of the nightside precipitation during the period and show that even if the magnetosphere is in a quiet configuration, the situation is, however, quite dynamic. Both satellite passes occur on the western edge of a precipitation zone covering the early morning sector. By comparing these 3 images, an apparent poleward motion of the auroral oval is observed in the midnight and early morning sector, especially between the first 2 images, which corresponds to the time interval 22:05-22:15 UT when the clock angle is smallest (Fig. 2a) . This shrinking of the polar cap size is in agreement with the hypothesis of a decrease in the open flux in the polar cap. The 3 images also illustrate intensity variations of the precipitation pattern. The first and third images show a weak precipitation intensity while the second image shows an increase of the precipitation intensity. Moreover, examination of all the Polar images of the global time interval 22:00-23:00 UT indicates intensifications of the auroral precipitation about every 6 min, which confirms the dynamical situation. A maximum of precipitation is observed just before the Ørsted pass and a minimum of precipitation is observed during the FAST pass. Auroral quasi-periodic intensifications under similar IMF conditions have been already observed by de la Beaujardière et al. (1994) and Senior et al. (2002) .
Data presentation

Ionospheric convection
Figures 4a and b show the pattern of ionospheric convection deduced from the CUTLASS radars, in the midnight sector for the two periods of interest: 22:10-22:16 UT, corresponding to the Ørsted pass and 22:30-22:36 UT, corresponding to the FAST pass. The coordinates are AltitudeAdjusted Corrected GeoMagnetic (AACGM) (Baker and Wing, 1989) Magnetic Latitude (MLAT) and Magnetic Local Time (MLT). The maps have been averaged over 6 min in order to obtain more convection vectors. The projection along magnetic field lines of the Ørsted pass is superimposed on Fig. 4a and the projection of FAST pass on Fig. 4b .
During the first period, the convection is complex, with a partial clockwise vortex to the west, terminated to the east by a velocity shear, with eastward and slightly southward velocities at the higher latitudes and purely westward velocities at the lower latitudes. The dimensions of the structure are fairly large, with a 750 km extension in longitude and 400 km in latitude. The centre of the shear is at about 71.5 • MLAT. The convection velocity is of the order of 600 m s −1 on the edge of the structure. This semi-opened convection vortex encircles the early morning precipitation zone observed in Fig. 3b . The Ørsted trajectory superimposed on this map shows that Ørsted crosses the southwestern part of the convection vortex.
At the time of the FAST pass 20 min later, the convection ( Fig. 4b) has changed significantly. A clockwise rotation of the vortical structure has occurred in the western part of the map. The velocities have the same amplitude, except for a small zone centred around 72 • MLAT and are composed of larger and predominantly southward velocities. This southward flow indicates that the western part of the shear has evolved into an autonomous vortex, encircling the precipitation spot centred at 70 • MLAT and 00:00 MLT in Fig. 3c . The trajectory superimposed on Fig. 4b shows that FAST crosses the eastern part of the convection pattern. In this region, almost the same directions of velocity are observed as at the time of the Ørsted pass. Around 75 • MLAT, predominantly eastward velocities are observed as well as westward velocities below 68.5 • MLAT. However, because data points are missing in the SuperDARN convection map along the FAST orbit, the position of the velocity shear is not well defined. The north-south component of the DC electric field measured by FAST ( Fig. 5a ) and corresponding to the eastwest component of the convection, indicates a convection reversal from eastward above 68.5 • MLAT to westward below 68.5 • MLAT. Thus, the position of the convection shear has evolved between the two satellites passes and is shifted southward at the time of the FAST pass. This observation confirms the evolution of the convection pattern. Unfortunately, the east-west component of the DC electric field at FAST, which could indicate a southward component of the convection flow, is not available.
Differences between SuperDARN and FAST data can be explained by the spatial and temporal smoothing of the SuperDARN convection maps. The electric field observed by FAST shows small-scale structures, in particular, a significant reversal of the electric field gradient at 71 • MLAT, where the electric field becomes almost zero. Notice also the strong positive electric field around 73 • MLAT, the amplitude of which will be discussed later. These two features (gradient reversal at 71 • MLAT and peak electric field at 73 • MLAT) are essential because, as we will show later, they are linked to field-aligned currents.
Field-aligned currents
The field-aligned currents associated with the convection shear are deduced from measurements made by the Ørsted satellite during the first period, and by the FAST satellite during the second period. The two satellites are moving equatorward in the nightside. The magnetic perturbation δB is obtained by subtracting from the magnetic measurements the IGRF model of the internal magnetic field. The field-aligned currents J is deduced from Ampere's law
assuming current sheets, the orientation of which is parallel to δB.
The magnetic perturbation at the Ørsted orbit and the associated field-aligned currents are shown in low-latitudes which could be associated with a small-scale structure superimposed on the global structure. Then, be- Fig. 6 ) is observed. These three perturbations agree with the statistical model of Iijima and Potemra (1976) around midnight which includes three (downward-upward-downward) large-scale currents, namely the morningside region-1, the eveningside regions-1 and -2 currents. The latitudinal extent of these currents is large, probably related to the positive IMF B z . Smaller scale perturbations with a larger amplitude are observed between 22:14:13 and 22:15:12 UT, at the interface between the morningside and the eveningside regions-1. Three intense current sheets deduced from these perturbations are represented in Fig. 6c , including from north to south: a downward current, an upward current centred on the velocity shear and a downward current. These currents will be called, respectively, in the following sections: N H current for the High-latitude Negative (downward) current, P current for the Positive (upward) central current and N L current for the Low-latitude Negative current. These currents have quite large intensities, up to 5 µA m −2 and their latitudinal width is, respectively, 65 km, 140 km and 75 km, for N H , P and N L . The P current corresponds to the clockwise circulation of the convection semi-vortex, and the N H and N L currents correspond to the return currents of the convectionprecipitation-upward current structure. The sign of these currents agrees with the MTS current system of Taguchi (1992) , for negative B y .
During the FAST pass, the eastward component of the magnetic perturbation is qualitatively similar to that obtained on board Ørsted, although the amplitudes are different (Fig. 5b and c) . In particular, the three large-scale variations corresponding to the morningside region-1, the eveningside regions-1 and -2 currents are also observed. The latitudinal 
structure of the smaller scale parallel current is also similar to the Ørsted case, with three current sheets embedded in region-1. These currents have the same sign for the two satellites passes. In the FAST case, the latitudinal width is, respectively, 125 km, 175 km and 160 km for N H , P and N L , which is slightly larger than the widths calculated along the Ørsted orbit. Table 1 shows the angle (positive anticlockwise) between the magnetic isolatitude and the direction of the current sheet. The current sheets are nearly parallel to magnetic isolatitude lines at FAST, while they rotate along the Ørsted orbit. This important difference will be interpreted in the Discussion section. The amplitude of the P and N L currents is smaller along the FAST orbit (Fig. 5d ).
Particle precipitation
Figure 7a displays the electron precipitation measured by FAST. The precipitation pattern is highly structured with a strong precipitation above 71.3 • MLAT, from north to south, a gap associated with the N L current, and a weaker but more extended precipitation zone below 70 • MLAT. This precipitation pattern is often observed in association with a convection reversal, as, for instance, by Gurnett and Franck (1973) . From the electron precipitation pattern, we determine the Pedersen and Hall conductances (height-integrated conductivities), using Hardy's model (Hardy et al., 1987) :
where P et H are the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances, respectively, E is the electron mean energy in keV with a low-energy cutoff at 500 eV, and is the electrons energy flux in mW m −2 (Fig. 7b) . A basic ionospheric conductance is added to the Pedersen and Hall conductances, in order to take into account the faint solar ionisation. For the zenith angle and the MLT prevailing during the observations, a value of 1.5 S is chosen (Senior, 1991) . The resulting conductance profiles are shown in Fig. 7c . The conductances are large in the electron precipitation regions, reaching up to 15 S. The Hall and Pedersen conductance profiles are similar. Strong gradients occur on the edges of the high-latitude precipitation region.
Simulation
Based on this detailed data set, including convection velocities, conductances and parallel currents, models can be built, based on the current continuity equation:
where b is the unit vector parallel to the Earth's magnetic field. In this expression, the first term on the right-hand side represents the contribution to the parallel current density of the ionospheric electric field gradients, which can be deduced from the convection velocity. The second and third terms represent the contribution of the conductance gradients deduced from particle precipitation. Because satellite measurements are made only along the orbit, they do not provide sufficient inputs for a full two-dimensional model (2-D).
One-dimensional model
In a first step, we develop a one-dimensional (1-D) model. Relation (4) taking a simple form when longitudinal uniformity can be assumed. In a cartesian local reference frame, where x and y represent the eastward and northward directions, and assuming a vertical magnetic field, relation (4) becomes:
Figure 8
A usual simplification is to assume a constant Hall-toPedersen ratio of 1, well supported by the conductance profiles along the FAST orbit (Fig. 7c )
. (6) This equation can be regarded either as an algebraic equation giving the parallel current density or as a differential equation which governs the latitudinal profile of either the longitudinal component of the convection velocity or the Pedersen conductance, depending upon the parameters which are measured. In the latter cases, additional information on the V y component is necessary. We use relation (6) successively along the FAST and Ørsted orbits, in order to model the unknown (or less precisely measured) parameters.
Simulation along the FAST orbit
Along the FAST orbit, field-aligned currents have been measured and ionospheric conductances have been deduced from particle precipitation. On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, the east-west component of the DC electric field (giving the north-south component of the convection velocity) is not available on board the FAST satellite. Although SuperDARN convection vectors are very scarce in the region of the FAST trajectory, vectors at the east of the orbit, between 65 • and 75 • MLAT (Fig. 4b) , are along the magnetic isolatitude lines. Consequently, we have chosen V y (y) = 0. Using field-aligned currents and conductances as inputs, relation (6) ther with the east-west component of the convection velocity deduced from the north-south component of the electric field measured by FAST (dash-dotted line in Fig. 8 ) or with the SuperDARN measurements. Between 64 • and 74 • MLAT, the modelled and experimental data are very similar in position and amplitude, except for the discrepancy in amplitude observed above 72.5 • MLAT. The large velocity peak centred at 72.9 • MLAT is observed both in modelled and experimental data, but the amplitudes are very different. The reason for the difference between experimental and modelled amplitude of the electric peak will be explained in the Discussion section.
Simulation along the Ørsted orbit
Along the Ørsted orbit, field-aligned currents, convection velocity (and consequently convection electric field) are known. Using these inputs, relation (6) can be integrated, in order to deduce the Pedersen conductance. The inputs and the resulting latitudinal component of the Pedersen conductance along the Ørsted orbit are presented in Fig. 9 . In a preliminary step, the experimental convection map (Fig. 4a) has been fitted to an analytic model. In this model, the east-west component of the ionospheric convection velocity V x (y) along the Ørsted orbit is characterised by a velocity shear at 71.5 • MLAT (Fig. 9a) , and the north-south component of the convection velocity is taken at V y (y) = −V x (y)/2 above the velocity shear and V y (y) = 0 below. As a test of the role played by the north-south component of the velocity, we have also integrated Eq. (6) with a purely longitudinal velocity (V y (y) = 0 everywhere). The result shows no significant difference in the conductance profile. At the velocity shear, relation (6) simplifies and the Pedersen conductance is obtained directly from the parallel current and the velocity gradient, which provides an initial value for integration from this point, independently on both sides of the convection reversal. The conductance at the velocity shear is 6 S, a realistic value, since the discontinuity is situated on the low-latitude side of both the P current and the electron precipitation and thus, corresponds to the lower side of the conductance gradient. We have chosen not to model the Pedersen conductivity in the region of the N L current, in order to avoid negative values. The integration starts again at 70.3 • MLAT, beyond the N L current. Poleward of the velocity shear, three peaks of conductance, with intensities decreasing from 10.5 to 8 S, are obtained (Fig. 9c) . Equatorward of the velocity shear, the Pedersen conductance is smaller, but three small amplitude peaks are obtained, with a maximum conductance of about 
Two-dimensional model along the Ørsted orbit
Since along the Ørsted orbit the 1-D model is not successful in providing a full latitudinal profile of the Pedersen conductance, we have tested a 2-D model also based on the current continuity equation, obtained from the "FAC-based method of characteristics" developed by Amm (2002) . This method allows one to calculate the distribution of ionospheric conductances and actual currents from the two-dimensional profiles of ionospheric electric field and of field-aligned currents mapped to the ionosphere, with the Hall-to-Pedersen conductance ratio α being given. The α ratio is taken to be 1 (a realistic value for low magnetic activity; see also the ratio of FAST conductances modelled in Fig. 7 ). The electric field pattern responsible of the convection vortex is given by the SuperDARN radars. Note that the centre of the convection vortex is located at 72.3 • MLAT and 101.3 • Magnetic Longitude (MLON), at a slightly higher latitude than the shear observed along the Ørsted orbit. However, because Ørsted provides FAC only along its orbit, it is necessary to extrapolate Ørsted data to a 2-D FAC distribution. The field-aligned current at each grid point is given by the mean of the FAC at the points of the Ørsted orbit situated at the same distance from the centre of the FAC. In order to have continuity of the current, the mean is weighted by the inverse distance between the data point and the Ørsted point. Before this process, the Ørsted data have been averaged to a scale of ∼50 km, corresponding to the spatial resolution of SuperDARN. For the grid points at a radial distance smaller than the distance between the Ørsted orbit and the centre of the FAC distribution, the attributed value of FAC is equal to +1.65 µA m −2 . This value corresponds to the 50 km average of the closest portion of the Ørsted path from the vortex centre. The distribution of the FAC is plotted in AACGM coordinates in Fig. 10a . The FAC configuration shows a circular central positive current (the P current) surrounded on its northward, southward and eastward sides by a downward current (corresponding to the N L and N H currents) with a smaller amplitude around −0.6 µA m −2 . Note that larger values of the currents are observed very close to the Ørsted orbit. Because the 2-D modelling is expected to provide satisfactory results only in the vicinity of the Ørsted orbit where field-aligned currents are true measurements, we have chosen to show only the central and eastern part of the current distribution in Fig. 10a . Figure 10b shows over the same area the calculated Pedersen conductance. The conductance shows a maximum reaching up to 8 S, overlapping the P current sheet and is elongated from southwest to northeast. The conductance decreases significantly to very small values in the downward FAC regions (N L and N H ). The Ørsted satellite crosses this elongated maximum in its larger dimension. At the centre of the modelled positive current, the conductance decreases to about 3 S. This surprising result will be explained in the next section.
Discussion
FAST results and the validity of the one-dimensional model
A strong similarity is observed between the experimental and the 1-D modelled profiles of the east-west convection (Fig. 8c) . The forms of the peak around 72.9 • MLAT, the gradient reversal at 71 • MLAT and the convection shear at 68.5 MLAT are well reproduced by the simulation with only a small latitudinal shift of the convection shear. The amplitudes are also similar, except for the peak at 72.9 • MLAT, where the experimental peak is three times larger than modelled. Clearly, the amplitude is not realistic, suggesting a non-standard behaviour of the electric antenna in the N H region.
The N H current of the triple parallel currents' structure ( Fig. 8b) is very intense, and its maximum is associated with a strong electric field gradient. This result confirms earlier studies, in which intense electric fields are observed in the downward FAC region adjacent to a brightening arc (Opgenoorth et al., 1990; Aikio et al., 1993 Aikio et al., , 2002 . However, in our case, the latitudinal extent of the global arc, of the N H downward FAC, and of the associated electric field, are considerably larger. Moreover, a strong conductance gradient at the polar side of the precipitation and opposite to the electric field gradient occurs just at the boundary between the N H and the P currents. The P parallel current is associated with the conductance gradients related to the equatorward side of the electron precipitation. In the P current, the electric field gradient is weak. At the boundary between the P and the N L currents, the electric field gradient reverses, but not the sign of the electric field. The N L current is associated with the electric field gradient alone, since the conductance is almost constant in this region. As shown by relation (6), the electric field gradient is proportional to the parallel current, under these circumstances. It is fairly large in the 0.5 • latitudinal range where the parallel current is large (1.5 µA m −2 ). In conclusion, the arc has a large longitudinal extent and presents a central positive current with negative parallel currents on both sides. Electric field gradients drive the negative currents, while, on the opposite, the conductance gradient on the equatorward side of the main precipitation drives the P current.
The similarity between modelled and experimental profiles of the east-west convection velocity along the FAST orbit also supports the latitudinal one-dimensional hypothesis. The FAST trajectory is rather in the latitudinal part of the convection pattern, at the east of the vortex. These results are confirmed by the fact that the direction of the three current sheets detected by FAST are almost parallel to the magnetic east-west direction ( Table 1) . The 1-D model is very efficient in the case of a purely latitudinal convection pattern, as shown by the results obtained along the FAST orbit. Figure 11 shows the instantaneous radial velocity maps of the two CUTLASS radars, at the time of the FAST pass. These maps will be used for comparing the experimental and modelled east-west convection profiles. Although the Pikkvibaer map contains large data gaps, several patches of eastward velocities above 69 • MLAT (red and orange velocities) and several patches of westward velocities (blue) below 69 • MLAT are observed. This convection reversal agrees well with the convection shear observed around 68.5 • MLAT by FAST. The Hankasalmi map is more detailed, but the velocity component measured with this radar is predominantly in the north-south direction. As the convection velocities are mainly east-west, the Hankasalmi map does not provide the most significant component of the convection. However, several features of this map confirm the results of the modelling. Exactly on the FAST trajectory, an enhancement of the eastward convection is observed (a small east-west band of orange and yellow velocities), exactly at the latitude of the strong peak of eastward velocities measured by FAST, at 73 • MLAT. Assuming a purely longitudinal flow, this lineof-sight velocity turns into a flow velocity of ∼2000 m s −1 , a value which agrees quantitatively with the modelled result of 1700 m s −1 (Fig. 8) . Further south, FAST crosses a region of predominantly eastward but smaller velocities and is tangent to a complex structure of the radial velocities corresponding to a strong decrease in the velocity and associated with the gradient reversal measured by FAST, at 71 • MLAT. Then, at about 69 • MLAT, a real east-west convection shear is observed associated with the convection reversal also observed on the Pikkvibaer map and on the FAST east-west convection profiles. These similarities between FAST and SuperDARN confirm the validity of the modelled east-west convection profile obtained with the 1-D model.
Ørsted results
Along the Ørsted orbit, the 1-D hypothesis is less justified than in the FAST case. First, the SuperDARN convection map (Fig. 4a) shows that the Ørsted trajectory is located in the vortical part of the convection structure contrary to the FAST trajectory. Then, the 3 sheets of parallel current detected by Ørsted have very different orientations, which do not follow the magnetic isolatitude direction as expected with the 1-D latitudinal hypothesis. A rotation of the sheet directions is observed, supporting the vortical structure of the convection (Table 1) . Moreover, magnetometer data from the IMAGE chain show that the directions of the equivalent Hall currents in the vortical part of the convection structure are also very different from the magnetic isolatitude direction. From north to south, a rotation of their direction opposite to the convection vortex is observed, as expected. All these considerations allow one to conclude that the 1-D model is not adapted to the Ørsted conjunction and can explain why the modelled conductance becomes negative in the N L cur- rent of the vortex. This is why we have used a 2-D model to obtain more realistic results of the conductance profile along the Ørsted orbit.
However, the FAC input to the 2-D model is known only along the Ørsted orbit and has to be extrapolated elsewhere. In particular, the density of the central part of the P current is chosen to be constant, which is probably not the case. This incorrect description of the centre of the P current can explain the unexpected small values of conductance located in the vicinity of the vortex centre. For these reasons, the conductance profile deduced from this 2-D model is expected to be more accurate close to the Ørsted trajectory than far from it, because the FAC evaluation is also less acurate with increasing distance from the Ørsted orbit. Thus, the 2-D modelling also presents insufficiencies but allows for a correct description of the conductance along the Ørsted orbit.
If we compare the results of the conductance profile obtained with the 1-D and the 2-D models along the Ørsted orbit, we note several differences. The highest conductance obtained with the 2-D model (8 S) is slightly smaller than with the 1-D model (10.5 S), which can be explained by the spatial smoothing involved. Moreover, with the 2-D model, the spatial extent of the maximum of conductance is large and coincides with the P current, contrary to the 1-D model, for which the maximum of conductance is narrow and located at the boundary between the P and N H currents, with the P current being associated with a conductance gradient. This last result seems to better support the 2-D model, because it is more likely that in an arc maintained by FACs, the downward electron precipitation associated with the conductance increase is coupled with the centre of the upward current and that the conductance gradients are located at the boundaries of the upward current (Burch et al., 1976; Opgenoorth et al., 1990) . In spite of the above differences, both models give essentially the same global elongated shape of the precipitation pattern.
The two models present limitations inherent to the assumed hypothesis: the latitudinal structure in the 1-D case and the need to model the 2-D parallel current pattern from 1-D satellite measurements in the 2-D case. Although the validity of these hypotheses cannot be checked from the experimental data set, they are probably not fully justified, as shown by the insufficiencies of the results. However, these two models are the best which can be constructed from this data set. The results of both models show similarities confirming the general structure of the precipitation pattern during the Ørsted pass (described precisely in the next subsection).
Time evolution
This double conjunction can be used to understand the time evolution of the current and precipitation patterns between the Ørsted and FAST passes. First, a global northward motion of the structure is observed between the two satellites passes. Thus, the triple current-sheets system has been shifted northward by about 1 • MLAT during the 20 min-time interval. The precipitation region associated with the P current is also shifted northward. Moreover, strong modifications of the convection-precipitation pattern are also observed between the two satellites passes. In both cases, the Polar images show a continuous band of precipitation in the early morning sector, extending eastward to the limit of the field of view at about 03:00 MLT. Both satellites' passes occur on the western edge of this precipitation where the pattern modifications occur. Figure 12a and b show schematic representations of the convection-precipitation pattern at the times of the Ørsted and FAST passes, deduced from the SuperDARN convection maps (Fig. 4a, b) and from the Polar-UVI images (Fig. 3b, c) . During the Ørsted pass (Fig. 12a) , the main region of precipitation (grey surface) has a quasi-continuous east-west extent limited westward of around 23:30 MLT and is associated with the semi-elliptical clockwise vortex (solid lines) also having mainly a large eastwest extent and closed on the western side. However, a clockwise rotation of the vortex is observed with respect to the main region of precipitation located at the east and also a slight narrowing of the precipitation region just eastward of the Ørsted pass (dashed line). Thus, Ørsted crosses the vortical part of the precipitation-convection pattern which is probably more two-dimensional than the region situated at later MLTs. This justifies the conclusion made in the previous section, that the 1-D model is not adapted to the Ørsted case. At the time of the FAST pass (Fig. 12b) , the western part of the precipitation (grey surface) has separated from the main precipitation to form a single isolated spot associated with the circular convection vortex at the west (solid lines). An intensification of southward velocities is then observed to close the eastern side of the vortex and keep it isolated, supporting the idea, that this part of the convection pattern is now fully two-dimensional compared to the eastward part of the precipitation which keeps the purely latitudinal structure. Thus, this eastward precipitation forms a double purely latitudinal structure with a gap at the centre where the N L current is observed, supported by the purely east-west convection lines in this region. FAST crosses this second part of the precipitation, which explains why the one-dimensional model is valid along its trajectory.
Finally, we can also note a strong 3 • MLAT southward shift of the convection velocity shear between the two satellites passes (dotted line of Fig. 12a and b) . Thus, at the time of the FAST pass, the arc is no longer associated with the east-west convection shear as observed along the Ørsted orbit and generally in previous studies (Gurnett and Frank, 1973; Burch et al., 1976; Taguchi, 1992; Taguchi et al., 1994) , but simply with a reversal of the gradient in the east-west convection velocity. These observations imply that the system of 3 field-aligned current sheets is not necessarily associated with a convection shear, in order to maintain the divergence of the Pedersen currents.
All these observations show that the nightside ionosphere is dynamic, in spite of the quiet magnetic conditions characterised by a positive IMF B z . And consequently, the triple current-sheets system of Taguchi (1992) , associated with positive B z and negative B y of the IMF, is not static. Thus, the currents' systems observed by FAST and Ørsted are very different because of the time evolution and because the two satellites detect the currents in different parts of the precipitation. This is why the success of the simulations are very different between Ørsted and FAST.
Is the current system balanced? We have checked the balance of the 3 current-sheets system. Based on the 1-D latitudinal profile of the current structure along the FAST orbit, we have integrated the total positive and negative latitudinal currents. The total positive current is 0.294 A m −1 and the sum of the two negative currents is −0.309 A m −1 , showing that positive and negative currents are almost equal. Thus we can conclude that the 3 current-sheets system is balanced and isolated from the rest of the auroral oval. Along the Ørsted orbit, the 3 current-sheets system is not one-dimensional and consequently, the balance between negative and positive currents cannot be verified.
Magnetospheric coupling
The simultaneous appearance of high energy population (up to 1 keV) in the ion flux and of the inverted-V structures in the downgoing electrons' diagram associated with the P current of the 3 current sheets suggests that this structure is localised on the boundary between opened and closed field lines, but is, however, essentially on closed field lines. This structure has its magnetospheric origin in the magnetotail, probably in the Plasma Sheet Boundary Layer (PSBL), since the ions' and electrons' high mean energies and the inverted-V structures of the electron precipitation are typical of this magnetospheric region Huang et al., 1984) .
Another feature related to the magnetospheric origin of the particles reveals the dynamical situation of the nightside ionosphere, already noted in the General Context section. Between about 22:00 and 00:00 UT, intensifications of the electron precipitation are observed every 6 min in the whole nightside ionosphere. Ørsted and FAST cross the auroral oval just before a maximum and during a minimum of the precipitation, respectively. This probably explains the larger values of the parallel currents during the Ørsted pass than during the FAST pass. The periodic intensifications of the precipitation pattern are probably due to regular injections of particles associated with reconnection in the magnetotail.
Summary
Two successive conjunctions between the CUTLASS Super-DARN radars and the Ørsted and FAST satellites occur in the nightside ionosphere on 12 January 2000, between 22:10 and 22:40 UT, and around 00:00 MLT. The Polar-UVI satellite and the IMAGE magnetometer data are also available in this region, at the same period. The large data set obtained during these conjunctions allows one to understand the structure and the time evolution of a nightside arc associated with a convection shear, during relatively quiet interplanetary conditions (stable IMF B z > 0 and B y < 0 and stable solar wind pressure). Three field-aligned currents, one upward and two downward on each side, in order to close the global current system, are observed by the two satellites.
